Introduction {#s1}
============

In the context of the course of the influenza pandemic (H1N1) 2009 it became clear, that it is of paramount importance to be able to provide estimates of the burden of disease in the population and the severity of the disease. The number of patients seeking health care is a central indicator that may serve several different purposes: (1) as a proxy for the impact on the burden of the primary care system; (2) as a starting point to estimate the number of persons ill with influenza; (3) as the denominator data for the calculation of case fatality rate and the proportion hospitalized (severity indicators); (4) for economic calculations. In addition, reliable estimates of burden of disease and on the health care system are essential to communicate the impact of influenza to health care professionals, public health professionals and to the public. As an influenza epidemic unfolds it is important to obtain an estimate of the burden on the health care system that is both timely and that can be updated for example on a weekly basis. This information is a prerequisite to give sound advice for political decisions.

To estimate the impact of influenza on the health care system we used data of the German syndromic surveillance system for influenza that counts cases of medically attended acute respiratory illness (MAARI). Representative data are available since October 2001. The large and dynamic background of MAARI complicates the estimation of the proportion that is attributable to influenza. The objective of this paper was to develop a standard method that is capable (1) to estimate retrospectively the overall burden of influenza-associated MAARI for the epidemic waves of the previous 10 years (2001/02 to 2010/11), and (2) to prospectively estimate the weekly number of MAARI attributable to influenza.

Results {#s2}
=======

Participation and reporting of MAARI {#s2a}
------------------------------------

First of all, we briefly describe the participation and reporting of MAARI of physicians in the AGI system. On average AGI physicians reported per week in the summer seasons between 2006 and 2011, whereas on average physicians reported per week in the winter seasons between 2001/02 and 2010/11. The average number of physicians by specialty and region in Germany over the years 2001 to 2010 can be seen in Table S1 of [File S1](#pone.0064593.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supporting information. An example for the course of the projected MAARI can be seen in [Figure 1](#pone-0064593-g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![Course of positivity rate and MAARI in season 2008/09.\
(A) Positivity rate of influenza in samples investigated by the NRCI. Weeks of the epidemic period are colored red, whereas all other weeks are green; (B) MAARI incidence in percent of the population of the southern region, in age group (15--34); the black horizontal lines indicate the beginning and end of the epidemic period.](pone.0064593.g001){#pone-0064593-g001}

Periods of influenza circulation {#s2b}
--------------------------------

Using the definitions given in section Materials and Methods a single epidemic period could be assigned to each season analyzed, including the pandemic season 2009/10, (see [Figure 1](#pone-0064593-g001){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#pone-0064593-t001){ref-type="table"}). The epidemic period began always shortly before or after the turn of the year, only in season 2005/06 it started in February, see Table 0. In contrast, in the pandemic season 2009/10 the PIC started already in October in Germany. Cases of pandemic influenza A(H1N1)pdm2009 were observed in Germany since April 2009, but during the summer season 2009 we detected no epidemic.

10.1371/journal.pone.0064593.t001

###### Begin and end of the period of influenza circulation per season based on virological data collected by the NRCI, Germany.

![](pone.0064593.t001){#pone-0064593-t001-1}

  season       begin        end      duration \[in weeks\]
  --------- ----------- ----------- -----------------------
  2001/02    2002 w 04   2002 w 15            12
  2002/03    2003 w 04   2003 w 15            12
  2003/04    2003 w 51   2004 w 14            16
  2004/05    2005 w 02   2005 w 14            13
  2005/06    2006 w 07   2006 w 17            11
  2006/07    2007 w 02   2007 w 15            14
  2007/08    2007 w 52   2008 w 17            18
  2008/09    2008 w 49   2009 w 15            19
  2009/10    2009 w 42   2010 w 04            16
  2010/11    2010 w 50   2011 w 14            17

Estimation of the MAARI baseline {#s2c}
--------------------------------

The analysis of the estimated number of MAARI in Germany aggregated over the regions -- outside of epidemic periods and the 2 weeks around the turn of the year -- revealed that a cubic trend described the data most appropriately. Regarding the annual pattern, we found that the first 5 overtones to the annual oscillation improved the model fit significantly, whereas the sine and cosine with 6 periods per year failed to further improve the model fit. The sine and cosine functions with a period of 2 up to 5 years significantly improved the model.

The MAARI baselines for the different age groups were clearly separated from each other (see [Figure 2](#pone-0064593-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the effect of age group was significantly modified by region. The MAARI baseline for children of age group (5--14) was particularly high in the Eastern region. Nearly all baselines showed a downward peak shortly after the turn of the year and reached their minimum in summer around the time of the school holidays.

![Estimated MAARI baselines in different age groups for regions of Germany.](pone.0064593.g002){#pone-0064593-g002}

Retrospective estimation of excess MAARI {#s2d}
----------------------------------------

An example for a regional baseline together with 95% upper and lower prediction limits and the projected number of MAARI for years with summer surveillance data is shown in [Figure 3](#pone-0064593-g003){ref-type="fig"}. Further figures are shown in the supporting information.

![Projected MAARI (darkgreen) with 95% confidence interval (green) and estimated MAARI baseline (red) with 95% prediction interval (dotted red line) for age group (5--14) in the southern region, starting from season 2006/07, vertical lines indicate beginning and end of epidemic periods.](pone.0064593.g003){#pone-0064593-g003}

We found in all investigated seasons a significant total (positive) excess of MAARI during the epidemic period ([Figure 4](#pone-0064593-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#pone-0064593-t002){ref-type="table"}). The total negative excess during the epidemic periods was always considerably smaller. On the other hand, the total positive and negative excesses were of the same magnitude for non-epidemic periods.

![Estimated total excess MAARI inside epidemic periods.](pone.0064593.g004){#pone-0064593-g004}

10.1371/journal.pone.0064593.t002

###### Estimated total positive and negative excess MAARI \[in Million\] in epidemic and non-epidemic periods of influenza.

![](pone.0064593.t002){#pone-0064593-t002-2}

             total excess MAARI   total negative excess MAARI                      
  --------- -------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  2001/02      2.2 (1.6, 2.7)           0.0 (−0.4, 0.4)         −0.2 (−0.4, 0.0)    −0.1 (−0.6, 0.2)
  2002/03      6.2 (5.6, 6.8)           0.1 (−0.3, 0.5)          0.0 (0.0, 0.0)     −0.1 (−0.5, 0.3)
  2003/04      1.3 (0.8, 1.7)           0.1 (−0.3, 0.4)         −0.2 (−0.6, 0.2)    −0.1 (−0.5, 0.3)
  2004/05      7.5 (6.8, 8.0)           0.1 (−0.2, 0.3)          0.0 (0.0, 0.0)     −0.1 (−0.5, 0.3)
  2005/06      2.5 (2.0, 2.9)           0.1 (−0.4, 0.5)         −0.1 (−0.4, 0.1)    −0.1 (−0.7, 0.4)
  2006/07      6.2 (5.7, 6.7)           0.1 (−0.1, 0.2)          0.0 (0.0, 0.0)     −0.5 (−1.0, 0.0)
  2007/08      4.1 (3.5, 4.5)           0.5 (0.1, 0.9)           0.0 (0.0, 0.0)     −0.1 (−0.4, 0.2)
  2008/09      6.9 (6.4, 7.4)           0.2 (−0.2, 0.5)          0.0 (0.0, 0.0)     −0.2 (−0.5, 0.1)
  2009/10      2.4 (1.9, 2.8)           0.6 (0.1, 1.1)          −0.2 (−0.4, −0.1)    0.0 (−0.1, 0.1)
  2010/11      3.0 (2.4, 3.4)           0.0 (−0.1, 0.1)          0.0 (−0.2, 0.1)    −0.6 (−1.0, −0.2)

Between 2001/02 and 2008/09 the total excess MAARI for Germany averaged 4.3 million per season and ranged from 1.3 to 7.5 million. During the 2009 pandemic A(H1N1) season the estimated total excess MAARI was 2.4 million ([Table 2](#pone-0064593-t002){ref-type="table"}).

Among the different age groups the total excess MAARI in percent of the population ranged inside epidemic periods between around 1% of persons in age group (60+) and up to 36% of children in the age group (0--4), see [Figure 5](#pone-0064593-g005){ref-type="fig"}. Expressed differently, among 10 seasons a total excess MAARI incidence of 5% was exceeded in all seasons by children in the age group (5--14), by children aged 0--4 years 8 out of 10 times, by persons aged 15--34 years 5 out of 10 times, by persons aged 35--59 years only 3 out of 10 times, and never by persons aged at least 60 years.

![Estimated total excess MAARI inside epidemic periods as percentage of the population by season and age group.](pone.0064593.g005){#pone-0064593-g005}

In all seasons including the pandemic 2009/10 the incidence of excess MAARI in the age groups above 4 years showed a tendency to decrease with age. In 6 of the 10 seasons children aged 0 to 4 years had the highest incidence and in 3 the second highest ([Figure 5](#pone-0064593-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

The estimated total excess MAARI showed different pattern for the different region showing that the relative strength of the seasons differs between the regions, see [Figure 6](#pone-0064593-g006){ref-type="fig"}.

![Estimated total excess MAARI inside epidemic periods as percentage of the population by season and region.](pone.0064593.g006){#pone-0064593-g006}

Sensitivity analysis {#s2e}
--------------------

Sensitivity analysis with data sets including the most recent 5 to 10 seasons led to the following results: The model selection step resulted always in 5 overtones to the annual oscillation as well as oscillations with periods of up to half the length of the examination period. The polynomial trend had degree 2 for the data set (2001/02 -- 2006/07) and (2001/02 -- 2007/08), and degree 3 in all other cases. The resulting model fit showed no substantial variation in the estimated total excess MAARI during epidemic periods when the baseline was built on fewer and the more recent seasons, see [Figure 7](#pone-0064593-g007){ref-type="fig"}. Seasons lying on the boundary of the chosen investigation period showed in some cases a higher estimate.

![(Sensitivity analysis 1) Comparison of estimated total excess MAARI during epidemic periods depending on the number of seasons used retrospectively to estimate the MAARI baseline.](pone.0064593.g007){#pone-0064593-g007}

The second sensitivity analysis starts with a data set including seasons 2001/02 to 2006/07, that was then step by step enlarged up to the whole range from 2001/02 to 2010/11. The model selection step resulted always in 5 overtones to the annual oscillation as well as oscillations with periods of up to half the length of the examination period. The polynomial trend had degree 3 for the data set that included season 2008/09, and degree 2 in all other cases. Comparing the estimated total excess MAARI showed larger deviations, see [Figure 8](#pone-0064593-g008){ref-type="fig"}. These deviations can be explained with the fact, that a stable estimation of the baseline needs sufficiently complete data. One point is that the first 4 seasons from 2001/02 to 2004/05 did not include a summer surveillance, which is particularly important for the estimation of the trend of the general consultation behavior. Even more important, omitting the data from the year of the 2009 pandemic influenza, leads to a data set in which only season 2005/06 has data during the calendar weeks 4 to 6 of the year allowing an artificially high peak in the baseline as shown in [Figure 9](#pone-0064593-g009){ref-type="fig"} for the age group of 5--14 year old children in the southern region.

![(Sensitivity analysis 2) Comparison of estimated total excess MAARI during epidemic periods depending on data of more seasons being available starting from 2006/07 to estimate the MAARI baseline.](pone.0064593.g008){#pone-0064593-g008}

![(Sensitivity analysis 2) Comparison of estimated MAARI baseline for 5--14 year old children in the southern region depending on the data set used.](pone.0064593.g009){#pone-0064593-g009}

Prospective estimation of excess MAARI {#s2f}
--------------------------------------

Since a stable estimation of the baseline necessitates the data from season 2006/07 up to 2009/10, we were able to test the prospective estimation of excess MAARI only for the epidemic period in season 2010/11.

A possible reporting delay was not of relevance, since in the seasons 2009/10 and 2010/11 all in all of the reports of AGI physicians were in time, i.e. have been reported in the week directly after MAARI occurred, whereas had a reporting delay of two weeks and of more than two weeks.

We used the data set from season 2001/02 up to the last week of the epidemic period in season 2010/11 (week 14/2011) and compared the estimated total excess MAARI with the respective estimates given the data up to week 28/2011 and up to the end of the season in week 39/2011. The results are shown in [Figure 10](#pone-0064593-g010){ref-type="fig"}. Addition of new data, that contributed to the baseline, changed the estimated total excess MAARI only within the confidence limits. There was no clear trend over the years. Hence, at least for the epidemic period in season 2010/11 our approach was able to estimate the excess MAARI prospectively.

![Prospective estimation of total excess MAARI: Changes after end of epidemic period depending on the data set.](pone.0064593.g010){#pone-0064593-g010}

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Using German syndromic surveillance data, we have developed a novel approach to describe the seasonal variation of MAARI and estimate the excess MAARI attributable to influenza retrospectively and prospectively from sentinel data. We defined epidemic periods for influenza independently of the syndromic data based on virological data. While we did not make assumptions about the shape of the influenza waves, we modeled the MAARI baseline taking into account geographic variation and different contribution by age groups. Moreover, changing amplitudes of the baseline over the years were incorporated in a flexible way. A simulation of the predictive distribution of the model for the baseline allowed us to quantify the uncertainty and also to accumulate the results in a straight forward way. The model was shown to be robust concerning the amount of available data.

Estimating the excess MAARI during an ongoing influenza epidemic leads to an estimate of the MAARI attributable to influenza up to the current week. Since the excess might be negative in the following weeks this estimate might decrease again in the future until the end of the epidemic period. Also, the addition of data in weeks after the end of an epidemic period may change the estimated MAARI baseline and thus change the estimated MAARI excesses retrospectively to a certain extent. Our sensitivity analysis has shown, however, that the model was able to estimate the total excess MAARI in 2011 already in the last week of the epidemic period with sufficient precision. Choosing four regions in Germany allowed us to see some spatial variation -- on the other hand the regions had to be large enough to allow a stable projection of the MAARI data. In countries with a health system that defines a fixed catchment population for each physician, the same model might be able to describe a greater number of different region. In that case it might be advantageous to use a mixed Poisson model and treat region as a random variable.

Comparison to other approaches {#s3a}
------------------------------

In contrast to Germany most European countries and the US monitor influenza like illness (ILI) to describe the epidemiologic activity of influenza. Collecting ARI results in a more complete picture of the influenza activity, or -- stated differently -- of the total burden in the population. First, approximately one fourth [@pone.0064593-Carrat1] to one third [@pone.0064593-Suess1] of influenza present as ARI, not ILI. This proportion can also differ according to the subtypes of influenza viruses circulating. Moreover, the proportion of ARI that are truly influenza cases is very different than that for ILI and cannot be approximated by a simple factor. As a consequence, we cannot use the approach, that Goldstein et al. [@pone.0064593-Goldstein1] have chosen, since we did not measure the number of medically attended ILI cases in Germany. A more direct estimation of the MAARI caused by influenza using virological results of samples from MAARI cases is in principle feasible, but this approach would be subject to several practical limitations. The number of samples that need to be taken to collect a relevant number of characterizable viruses in the beginning and end of the influenza season would need to be increased substantially, because MAARI is less specific compared to ILI and the positivity rate would be smaller. Moreover, the positivity rate depends on age group and to a smaller extent also on region, hence only representative samples of MAARI in different age groups (and potentially regions) would allow reasonably precise estimates of the burden of disease due to influenza.

Our method is a variant of Serfling\'s method [@pone.0064593-Sering1]--[@pone.0064593-Yang1], which is used in particular to estimate excess mortality associated with influenza circulation [@pone.0064593-Thompson1]. The main innovation is that we consider additional oscillations with periods of 2 and more years to account for changing heights of the baseline over the years. These oscillations in combination with a polynomial trend allow a very flexible fit of the baseline, see [Figure 2](#pone-0064593-g002){ref-type="fig"}.

Additional to the yearly oscillations we use oscillations with higher frequencies to keep the shape of the yearly pattern more flexible. In contrast to [@pone.0064593-Yang1] the inclusion oscillations with more than one period per year did not lead e.g. to a semiannual pattern, but to a more complicated shape of the annual pattern.

Jansen et al. [@pone.0064593-Jansen1] investigated six different methods to estimate the excess MAARI and recommended to use the rate-difference method to estimate the excess MAARI attributable to influenza. However, this method has some drawbacks that we were able to resolve with our model. Namely, the excess MAARI estimated by the rate-difference method heavily depends on the chosen reference period outside the PIC. Jansen et al. propose two different reference periods, firstly the periseasonal model, where only influenza free weeks in the 'winter season' (between calendar week 40 of one year and week 20 of the next year) are considered and secondly the summer model, where all influenza free weeks were used to estimate the weekly MAARI baseline rate. This leads to huge differences in the estimated number of excess MAARI, which are also depending on season and age group. Even the smaller estimate (from the periseasonal model) could lead to an overestimation of the excess MAARI, when MAARI caused by other reasons than influenza or RSV peaks during an influenza active period. A similar drawback is common to all methods that avoid the estimation of a time varying baseline, since they have to estimate the amount of MAARI not related to influenza by some constant threshold [@pone.0064593-Alonso1].

A drawback in our model is that we can only use influenza-free weeks to fit the baseline model. The assumption that the continuation of the MAARI baseline describes the course of MAARI other than influenza also during influenza epidemic periods is in line with the observed course when the influenza epidemic period is shifted to different times of the year. In particular, the pandemic wave in 2009/10 ended already in calendar week 4. In addition, the assumption seems reasonable, because the secular trend and oscillations with at most 2 periods per year are stable enough to bridge the epidemic periods.

A way to include all data in the estimation of the baseline is to include a variable for the influenza activity in the model. For example the number of laboratory confirmed cases of influenza might describe the shape of the influenza wave consistently over time [@pone.0064593-Pitman1]--[@pone.0064593-Paget1]. Yang et al. [@pone.0064593-Yang2] assume that weekly proportions of positive specimens is a consistent measure of the virus activity and incorporated these proportions for influenza, RSV, adenovirus and parainfluenza in a model together with natural cubic spline smoothing functions of time, weekly average temperature and relative humidity.

In a setting where only the influenza caused MAARI should be estimated, we preferred the Serfling like approach, since the excluded periods were manageable and we did not have to assume a constant probability over time for diagnosis and reporting in the national mandatory reporting system or the virological surveillance of the NRCI.

Discussion of the results {#s3b}
-------------------------

Our results show very nicely the age dependency of both background MAARI and excess MAARI attributed to influenza. Lower age groups experienced a substantially higher proportion of the MAARI baseline as well as excess MAARI compared to older age groups. It was confirmed convincingly that during the pandemic season 2009/10 the age group (5--14) was the one that was most affected -- 9.6% (95%-CI 7.4%--12.0%) having consulted a physician, whereas the age group of infants (0--4) was less affected. In the seasons before 2005/06 the school aged children (5--14) were the most affected age group, but since then children (0--4) were most affected with the exception of the pandemic. This is also supported by data from the EPIA project published by Paget et al. [@pone.0064593-Paget1].

It was intriguing that the MAARI baseline ([Figure 2](#pone-0064593-g002){ref-type="fig"}) and the estimated excess MAARI (data not shown) for children was higher in the Eastern German region compared to the other three German regions. This region matches with the former German Democratic Republic (GDR). For young adults aged 15--34 this effect was also visible during the first years of analysis, but seem to wane in the later years. These results are not easy to interpret; there are social economic differences between east and west Germany [@pone.0064593-Gray1], [@pone.0064593-Voigtlnder1], but the children and young adults of the eastern Germany do not seem to be in general more prone to become ill [@pone.0064593-Kamtsiuris1]. Eastern citizens may therefore simply be more inclined to seek health care when ill with the same disease. This is in line with higher vaccination rates for influenza in eastern Germany, see [@pone.0064593-WiesePosselt1].

Limitations {#s3c}
-----------

The flexibility on our model relies on consistent sentinel data over 10 years and necessitates at least 5 years of data throughout the year as we showed in the sensitivity analysis illustrated by [Figures 8](#pone-0064593-g008){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#pone-0064593-g009){ref-type="fig"}.

In general epidemic periods may be different in different regions and also for different age groups. Due to limited virological data we were not able to take these differences into account, but estimated only a single epidemic period valid for all strata.

To describe this baseline we used only data on the reported MAARI outside of epidemic periods. Hence, the method is only applicable when these periods are large enough to allow a stable estimation. In particular, a surveillance throughout the whole year is necessary. Moreover, it is important to have at least some seasons with data in a given calendar week. If a block of several calendar weeks is excluded in all seasons this might lead to artifacts as described in the second sensitivity analysis in section.

We did not adjust in our model for auto-correlation in the data, because we did not see an easy way to do it and also doubt that the point estimates would significantly change under this adjustment. Moreover, the coverage of the predictive intervals seems to be sufficient, see [Figures S1](#pone.0064593.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0064593.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supporting information.

Generally our method can adjust for different MAARI background in the different seasons including a secular trend, but is less capable to reflect abrupt and substantial changes in the general consultation behavior or the surveillance system. Also interference between different respiratory viruses can not be described by our model.

The method seems to work well for a single pathogen, but there is no straight forward generalization for more than one pathogen, if the periods, where these pathogens circulate, are overlapping.

Conclusions {#s3d}
-----------

In conclusion, we have devised a cyclical regression model that is capable to estimate the overall burden of influenza-associated MAARI. The model is robust, when at least 5 years of consistent sentinel surveillance data throughout the whole year are available. It takes into account the modifying roles of age, region and secular trends, and at least in the season 2010/11 it was able to calculate excess MAARI also during an evolving influenza epidemic. With additional data collected the model can be used as a valid starting point for case-fatality and economic impact estimations.

Materials and Methods {#s4}
=====================

Data sources and definitions {#s4a}
----------------------------

In Germany, a syndromic, physician-based surveillance system for influenza ('Arbeitsgemeinschaft Influenza', AGI [@pone.0064593-Arbeitsgemeinschaft1]) was established and began to function in 1993. The syndromic surveillance system relies on voluntarily participating private physicians in primary care (general practitioners (GP\'s), internists in primary care and pediatricians) who report aggregated numbers of MAARI among their patients.

In the following we consider 'seasons' from calendar week 40 up to week 39 of the following year. Until 2005, data were collected only in the 'winter season', i.e. from calendar week 40 to week 15. We will use the available data on MAARI in the time period between week 40/2001 up to week 39/2011, covering 10 seasons. In this period the reporting AGI physicians represent about 1% of all GP\`s and about 2% of all pediatricians selected to be geographically representative of all registered primary care physicians in Germany.

To account for different regional dynamics we grouped the federal states into four disjoint regions: Southern(Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg), Western (Hesse, North Rhine-Westphalia, Rhineland-Palatinate, Saarland), Northern (Bremen, Hamburg, Lower Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein), Eastern (Berlin, Brandenburg, Mecklenburg-West Pomerania, Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, Thuringia).

ARI was defined as acute pharyngitis, bronchitis or pneumonia with or without fever. Physicians reported weekly the number of MAARI for five age groups: (0--4), (5--14), (15--34), (35--59) and (60+) years old, as well as the total number of outpatient visits.

Virological surveillance was done with a sub-sample of about twenty percent of AGI physicians, who were instructed to take samples of the upper respiratory tract, e.g. nasal swabs, of a weekly number of 3--5 patients with influenza-like illness (ILI). Influenza-like illness was defined as an acute respiratory illness with fever and \[cough or sore throat\]. Physicians sent these samples to the National Reference Center for Influenza (NRCI). To define epidemic periods of influenza we sorted the samples by the calendar week, when they were taken (preferably) or received at NRCI. For each calendar week we calculated the positivity rate, i.e. the proportion of samples that were tested positive for influenza virus by PCR. The start of an epidemic period was defined as the first of two consecutive weeks, in which the lower 95%-confidence limit of the positivity rate was at least 10%. The end of the epidemic period was determined by the week that precedes the first two consecutive weeks, in which the lower 95%-confidence limit of the positivity rate drops below 10%.

Estimation of excess MAARI {#s4b}
--------------------------

After projecting the sentinel data on MAARI to the German regions for each age group as described in the supporting information, we estimated excess MAARI by the following four steps:

1.  We determined epidemic periods using the virological data as explained in section 0.

2.  We estimated a MAARI baseline outside of the epidemic periods using the frequency analytic regression model described in subsection. The calendar weeks around the turn of the year (calendar week 52 and the following week) were excluded, because the number of MAARI is then regularly much lower and would distort the model.

3.  We assumed that the continuation of the MAARI baseline to the epidemic periods is a valid description of MAARI not related to influenza.

4.  We estimated the weekly excess MAARI as differences between the projected number of MAARI and the MAARI baseline. Excesses around the turn of the year were not estimated (see above). To estimate prediction intervals to the baseline we used a parametric bootstrap. Hence, we drew 1000 realizations of the baseline using the predictive distribution of the negative binomial model and, independently, of the projected weekly number of MAARI using independent normal distributions.

The cumulative excess for an epidemic period was defined as the sum of the weekly excess MAARI in a particular age group and region. Negative and positive weekly excesses were added up during the period inside the same region and age group. Negative weekly excesses were expected, since the MAARI baseline is smoother than the projected number of MAARI. In some cases it can be interpreted as the result of a harvesting effect, since only the first visit of a patient due to an ARI is documented in AGI system.

If the cumulative excess of an epidemic period was negative for a particular age group and region, we concluded that the number of MAARI caused by influenza can not be estimated with our method in that stratum. We defined the total (cumulative positive) excess of an epidemic period as the sum of the positive cumulative excesses. Additionally, the total negative excess was defined as the sum of the negative cumulative excesses in an epidemic period. It served as a control measures for the validity of the MAARI baseline. Cumulative and total excesses were analogously also calculated for the non-epidemic periods.

Statistical model {#s4c}
-----------------

Since the number of MAARI is a positive integer we used a regression model for counts. To adjust for overdispersion we chose a mean dispersion negative binomial regression model stratified by region and age group. The total population of the regions and age groups was used as offset in the model.

Our model for the MAARI baseline is a cyclic regression model similar to the model described by Serfling [@pone.0064593-Sering1]. Additional to sine and cosine functions with a yearly period, we included faster oscillations with 2 or more periods per year to achieve a more realistic yearly pattern and slower oscillations with periods of 2 or more years to adjust for changing heights of the annual waves. Finally, we allowed a polynomial trend in time with a degree less or equal to 3.

In a model selection step we decided which oscillations were included in the model and how the polynomial trend was modeled. To find a parsimonious model with only the most important influences we aggregated the data over the regions and used a likelihood ratio test with significance level 1% for model comparison. Age group was used as a categorical variable. We included oscillations with periods of 1 up to 5 years (half the length of the examination period). For the secular trend we used -- starting with a linear trend -- sequentially polynomials with degree less or equal to 3. Oscillations with up to 6 periods per year were included sequentially. Interaction terms of age group with time dependent variables were allowed. Since oscillations in the model may have an effect on the estimated trend we iteratively repeated these steps until we found a stable model.

Having selected the general structure of the model we used this model to fit the estimated number of MAARI in the different regions and age groups.

Summing up, we described the MAARI in region and age group with a mean dispersion negative binomial distribution with expected value and shape parameter . This results in a variance . The expected value is given as Here, the parameters describe the polynomial trend in time and the \'s and \'s are the amplitudes of the respective oscillations. The numbers and are determined as described above. denotes the population of age group in region and time , which is updated once a year at the start of the season.

This stratified model is equivalent to a generalized mean dispersion negative binomial regression model, where the dispersion parameter is allowed to depend on age group and region and their interaction term. In this generalized model we investigated the interactions between age group, region and the time dependent variables to see whether the differences were significant. In the full generalized model the shape parameter and the expected value are given by

In case that a particular interaction with region or age group would not significantly improve the model, this interaction could be neglected. In consequence, the respective or parameter would then not depend on region or age group, respectively.

Sensitivity analysis {#s4d}
--------------------

It may make a difference which seasons were used to construct the MAARI baseline. We therefore performed sensitivity analyses, in which we reduced the number of seasons to built the baseline. First, we neglected sequentially early seasons and observed the effect on the estimated total excess MAARI, then we started from season 2006/07 and checked how the estimates changed, when data of newer seasons were added.

All estimations including the calculations of prediction intervals of the generalized negative binomial regression model (command *gnbreg*) were done using the statistical software package Stata 12 (STATA Corporation, College Station, TX, USA).

Prospective estimation of excess MAARI {#s4e}
--------------------------------------

Note that the beginning and the end of an epidemic period can by definition only be detected with a delay of two weeks (see section). During an epidemic period the MAARI baseline stays the same, because it is fitted only to data outside the epidemic periods. After the epidemic period the MAARI baseline is updated, because new data was added to its estimation. Consequently, also the estimated excess MAARI may then retrospectively change again.

In the course of an epidemic period the current cumulative excess MAARI can be estimated as the sum of the weekly excess. If it is negative, we conclude -- similar to the retrospective interpretation -- that we can not give an estimate of the current number of MAARI caused by influenza in that stratum. The total (cumulative positive) excess is then again defined as the sum of the positive cumulative excesses.

For seasons that allowed a stable estimation of the MAARI baseline with data from earlier seasons, we compared the estimate of the total excess MAARI at the end of the epidemic period with the one at the end of the season and an intermediate estimation.

Supporting Information {#s5}
======================

###### 

**Observed MAARI (darkgreen) with 95% confidence interval (green) and estimated MAARI baseline (red) with 95% prediction interval (dotted red line) in different regions starting from season 2006/07, vertical lines indicate beginning and end of PICs; (A) age 0--4 years; (B) age 5--14 years; (C) age 15--34 years.**

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Observed MAARI (darkgreen) with 95% confidence interval (green) and estimated MAARI baseline (red) with 95% prediction interval (dotted red line) in different regions starting from season 2006/07, vertical lines indicate beginning and end of PICs; (A) age 35--59 years; (B) age 60+ years.**

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**The file contains the following three sections: Practices and physicians; Estimation of MAARI; Projected MAARI and the MAARI baseline.**

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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